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Abstract Continuous attractor networks require calibration. Computational models of the head direction (HD)
system of the rat usually assume that the connections that
maintain HD neuron activity are pre-wired and static.
Ongoing activity in these models relies on precise continuous attractor dynamics. It is currently unknown how such
connections could be so precisely wired, and how accurate
calibration is maintained in the face of ongoing noise and
perturbation. Our adaptive attractor model of the HD
system that uses symmetric angular head velocity (AHV)
cells as a training signal shows that the HD system can
learn to support stable firing patterns from poorlyperforming, unstable starting conditions. The proposed
calibration mechanism suggests a requirement for symmetric AHV cells, the existence of which has previously been
unexplained, and predicts that symmetric and asymmetric
AHV cells should be distinctly different (in morphology,
synaptic targets and/or methods of action on postsynaptic
HD cells) due to their distinctly different functions.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Systems that interact with an environment must be
calibrated if robust, stable interaction is required. The
calibration requirement holds equally for man-made and
natural systems, and includes, for example, the neural
systems used for reaching and grasping, locomotion, and
navigation though the world. The neural substrates of
mammalian navigation ability are gradually being revealed,
starting several decades ago with the discovery of place
cells in rats (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky 1971) which fire
when an animal is in particular well-defined positions in an
environment, and later with the discovery of grid cells
(Hafting et al. 2005), which fire in a repeating triangular
tessellation as the rat moves. The head direction (HD)
system (Taube et al. 1990; Taube 2007) is postulated to be a
functionally vital input to the place and grid cell regions of
the brain, providing the directional information required to
update the animal’s location when it moves. The directional
information provided by the HD system must accurately
reflect the animal’s motion through the world; that is, the
system must be calibrated. The following sections describe
the anatomy of the mammalian HD system (section 1.2),
reviews current models of system functionality, in particular
showing why accurate calibration of the HD system is
critical for its correct operation (section 1.3), and then
presents our new model of HD calibration (section 1.4).
1.2 Anatomy of the head direction system
Head direction neurons are so-called because they fire
preferentially when an animal is facing in specific directions relative to invariant cues in the animal’s environment
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(Taube 2007). To date, such neurons have been discovered
in rodents and monkeys, in several brain regions including
the lateral mammillary nuclei (LMN), the antero-dorsal
thalamic nuclei (ADN), and the postsubiculum (PoS), with
smaller numbers being found in many other regions (Taube
and Bassett 2003). The HD system is comprised of a
number of small, tightly-connected subcortical structures
through which information flows into the cortex, with
reciprocal connections between some regions. The dorsal
tegmental nuclei (DTN) receive vestibular and motor
efference input. The characteristic neuron in the DTN is
the angular head velocity (AHV) cell. There are two
categories of AHV neuron—symmetric AHV neurons
which fire to indicate head turning speed in both turning
directions equally and asymmetric AHV neurons which
indicate turning speed in one direction preferentially. More
than half the AHV cells are symmetric and the computational function of these cells is unknown (Taube and
Bassett 2003). The DTN sends connections to the lateral
mammillary nucleus (LMN); in models of the HD system
these connections are presumed to update the current head
direction representation in the LMN, based on how fast and
in which direction the head is turning as represented by the
asymmetric AHV cells.
Each HD neuron typically has one preferred direction at
which it will fire maximally, with firing tapering off as the
head moves away from this preferred direction. All
directions are represented approximately equally across a
population of HD neurons. The combined effect of the
firing of all the HD neurons is to give a unique activity
pattern called the bump or hill of activity across the HD
neuron population for any given direction the animal faces
(Skaggs et al. 1995; Redish et al. 1996; Goodridge and
Touretzky 2000; Xie et al. 2002; Song and Wang 2005).
The peak of the bump represents the animal’s current
direction. As the animal moves, the bump translates in a
systematic way through the HD neuron population such
that the peak continues to represent the current head
direction. When the animal stops moving, the bump is
maintained in place; those neurons which are firing to
represent the current direction will continue to fire at about
the same rate as long as the animal’s direction remains the
same (Taube and Bassett 2003).
1.3 Continuous attractor models of the head
direction system
In computational modelling of the head direction system,
the head direction network is typically constructed as a
continuous attractor (Sharp et al. 2001). An attractor is a
dynamical system that tends towards one or more equilibrium states over time; a continuous attractor is stable in a
continuum of states instead of a set of discrete states. For
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HD networks, the attractor states are stable firing patterns
able to represent any possible head direction across the
population of HD neurons (hence the need for it to be a
continuous attractor). These states are created by the
interaction between two sets of weights, one excitatory
and one inhibitory.
1) Excitatory connections strongly connect neurons with
similar preferred directions, so that groups of neurons
with similar preferred directions are coopted into firing
together. The group of firing neurons is the activity
bump.
2) Inhibitory connections strongly connect neurons with
dissimilar preferred directions, so that groups of neurons
with dissimilar preferred directions cannot fire together.
Despite the required excitatory connections not yet being
found anatomically, the HD system exhibits attractor-like
dynamics (Sharp et al. 2001). Any attractor that can represent
a continuum of states, such as head direction, is prone to
drift; that is, if the interactions between, or input to, head
direction neurons are subject to any noise or inhomogeneity,
the activity bump will not be stable for all directions and will
instead shift through the neuron population. A slight
imbalance between excitation and inhibition, for example,
will likely induce movement of the attractor representation.
Given the stochastic nature of neural migration and axonal
growth using concentration gradients of diffusing chemicals
during brain development (Scott and Luo 2001; Dickson
2002), it is most unlikely that connections can be perfectly
homogenous and unbiased from birth across the entire HD
neuron population, and arguably even less likely that it could
function adequately without calibration throughout the entire
lifetime of an animal.
The major models of HD networks assume that the
network connections are predetermined and static, already
perfectly balanced and calibrated (Skaggs et al. 1995;
Redish et al. 1996; Goodridge and Touretzky 2000; Xie et
al. 2002; Song and Wang 2005); we call this class of
models the non-adaptive attractor models. Models in this
class assume that the synaptic efficacies in the HD system
are set perfectly from the outset of system operation and
never need fine tuning or calibration. However, these
models require exquisitely precise synaptic connectivity to
maintain stable HD activity in all situations. Since it is
unlikely that the HD system could be so precisely-wired
from birth, or that static HD connectivity could suffice
indefinitely, a calibration mechanism is likely required for
both initial wiring and tuning of the system, and ongoing
re-tuning in the face of injury and age-related degeneration
of system components.
A small number of studies have considered the calibration
issue; we call the class of models presented in these studies the
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adaptive attractor models. Zhang (Zhang 1996) showed that
there is a calculable solution to the weights that provides
stable HD activity under stationary and translation conditions, and showed how a form of delta rule could learn
these weights on the condition that an appropriate training
signal is supplied, most likely a visual signal. Stringer et al.
(Stringer et al. 2002) and Hahnloser (Hahnloser 2003)
independently proposed mechanisms whereby the HD
system could be trained by visual input, but in both cases
the training algorithms rely on learning to mimic HD neuron
responses to highly localised visual input that is already
clearly and uniquely associated with specific head directions.
Success of the HD training in these proposed algorithms
critically depends on these associations; if the associations
are incorrect or imperfect, then the imperfections will be
carried through to the final trained HD network weights. It is
unclear how such well-defined directional associations
between visual landmarks and head directions could be
established before the HD system is fully functional (a
chicken-and-egg dilemma). At best, this assumption would
require that the HD system already be ‘partially functional’
as is assumed in the current study. However, the assumed
HD associations with visual landmarks would in that case
likely be imperfect, and there is no method in these previous
models of removing these imperfections from the final HD
representations. We propose that a calibration mechanism
that is independent of visual input must therefore exist.
1.4 Current work–calibrating the head direction
attractor weights
The specific aim of this study was to investigate the role
that symmetric AHV neurons may play in the head
direction calibration mechanism, and the synaptic learning
rules that are hypothesised to be involved in this process. In
this study, the HD connections were assumed to be 1)
initially approximately correct, but prone to both 2) random
error and 3) systematic bias that must be corrected by the
connection weight calibration. We will now consider each
of these assumptions in turn.
1) Connections are initially approximately correct. Nominal connection strength is a function of the difference
in preferred directions of the HD cells. These connections can be approximately set up as the brain is
developing—using concentration gradients of diffusing
chemicals (Scott and Luo 2001; Dickson 2002)—or
through a random wiring process where HD cells are
more likely to connect to proximal neighbours and less
likely to connect to those that are more distal. These
initial connections are approximate, and the resulting
networks would require further tuning by a calibration
mechanism such as the one presented in this study.
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2) Connections have random error. A multitude of
complementary and competitive forces drive synapse
creation, growth and strength (Cohen-Cory 2002), and
the balance between these forces changes continuously
based on both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Stochastic
variation in synaptic efficacies is a result of the
interactions in such a complex system.
3) Connections have systematic bias. Initial wiring of the
HD network is not likely to be perfectly balanced, as
discussed above. Any such bias will result in drift in
the HD bump over time and the inability of the network
to equally track turns in opposing directions.
In order for the HD activity to accurately and consistently represent head direction through time, three stability
requirements must be fulfilled.
1) The activity bump must remain still when vestibular
input indicates there is no head movement.
2) The bump must move at the same speed in both
directions given turns of the same speed.
3) A continuous turn through 360° must return the bump
to its starting point.
The learning mechanism hypothesised here uses vestibular
and motor efference input, represented by the firing of the
symmetric AHV neurons, as an informative signal that
indicates whether the head is turning and therefore whether
the HD activity bump should be moving. One learning
mechanism is able to fulfil, with no dependence on visual
input, the first two of the stability requirements. We conjecture
that for the fulfilment of the third requirement, external visual
input (or possibly directional auditory, tactile or olfactory
input) is a necessity. However, unlike earlier models of HD
attractor calibration which require many landmarks at defined
positions, our algorithm would require only one landmark and
its position does not need to be predefined. Effectively, the
calibration algorithm for stability requirements 1 and 2 turns
the multi-parameter tuning problem of training all HD weights
into a single-parameter problem1, which is to tune the gain on
the symmetric AHV signal in order to control the absolute
speed of the bump in the network (i.e. requirement 3). As
this study concerns a potential non-visual mechanism of HD
calibration, the visually-modulated mechanism needed for
requirement 3 is not considered further here.
2 Methods
2.1 Network model architecture
The adaptive attractor network representing the HD system
was configured similarly to non-adaptive attractor models
1
The authors wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting
this interpretation of the calibration algorithm.
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(Skaggs et al. 1995; Redish et al. 1996; Goodridge and
Touretzky 2000; Xie et al. 2002; Song and Wang 2005). It
contained populations of four distinct types of neurons;
head direction (HD) cells, left turn angular head velocity
(AHV) cells, right turn AHV cells, and symmetric AHV
cells (see Fig. 1). The symmetric AHV cells were an added
component not found in the above non-adaptive attractor
models. Each set of cells in the other populations was
connected in a ring so that head direction activity “wrapped
around” and restarted after a full rotation.
The relevant subcortical brain regions for the adaptation
mechanisms hypothesised by this model are DTN, containing the symmetric and asymmetric AHV cells, and LMN,
containing the HD cells to which the AHV cells directly
project. The thalamic and cortical regions which are also
known to contain HD cells are downstream of DTN and
LMN and contain a much lower percentage of AHV cells
(Taube and Bassett 2003), and hence were not included in
the model.
The untrained HD connection weights were initialised
with random noise and a systematic bias. The bias was
implemented as a shift in the postsynaptic target cells of the
recurrent excitatory HD connections. A uniform clockwise
shift of just five cells, out of a total of 100 HD cells in the
network, resulted in a significant continuous drift in the HD
activity bump (see Fig. 2). In order to satisfy the stability
requirements for the attractor, this drift had to be corrected
by the adaptation mechanism.
The symmetric AHV cells in the model were represented
by a single neuron that connected to every HD cell (see
Fig. 1). The simplification of having a single symmetric
AHV cell was feasible since all symmetric AHV cells are

Fig. 1 Head direction network. HD cells excite their close neighbours
strongly and more distant neighbours less strongly, and this selfexcitation creates the HD activity bump. The HD cells also excite the
asymmetric AHV cells using a similar neighbourhood relation. The
left turn AHV cells then project back to the HD cells with an offset in
one direction (“leftwards”) and the right turn AHV cells project back
to the HD cells with offset in the other direction (“rightwards”). These
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functionally equivalent; having many of these cells
connected to the HD neurons with weaker synapses is
functionally identical to having one such neuron with
strong synapses.
2.2 Neuron and synapse models
Neurons were modelled as leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF)
cells (Stein 1967) (for parameters see Table 1).
Synaptic currents were modelled as fast rise, slow decay
currents (for parameters see Table 2). For simplicity and speed
of simulation, this rise/decay profile was an amalgam of
AMPA/GABAA (fast rise, fast decay) and NMDA/GABAB
(slow rise, slow decay) currents, both of which are required
for recurrently-sustained neural activity (Wang 1999).
The rate of change of neuron j’s membrane potential, vj,
is given by

v ¼ C l þ s 
j

j

j

j

ð1Þ

where Cj is the capacitance of the cell (Cexcit for excitatory
cells and Cinhib for inhibitory cells—see Table 1), lj is the
leak current given by


lj ¼ Gleak vj  Vrest

ð2Þ

where Gleak and Vrest are constants (see Table 1) and sj is the
synaptic input current given by
X


ð3Þ
sj ¼
Wj;i pj;i vj  Vi
i

for neurons i=1 to 100 synapsing on (connected to) neuron
j. Vi is the synaptic current reversal potential (Vexcit for

AHV projections back to the HD cells are inhibitory, and the
combined effect of these two populations is to constrain growth of
the bump to be within the bounds of the offset distances in both
directions. Input from the symmetric AHV cells is used to calibrate the
HD connections. DTN: Dorsal tegmental nucleus, LMN: Lateral
mammillary nucleus
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Fig. 2 Initial network state. (a) Connection weights for ideal (left) and
biased, noisy (right) networks. Shown are the functions for all
connections from neuron #50 to all the neurons in the network. Thin
solid line—HD weights; thin dashed lines—left and right turn weights
(inhibitory); thick solid line—summed total synaptic weights. LEFT:
Ideal Gaussian weights with no systematic HD connection shift and no
weight noise. RIGHT: Systematic HD shift of 5 units to the right and
noise added to the weights. Notice that the total synaptic weight (thick
black line) is off-centre and is less inhibitory on the right side due to
the systematic shift. For reference, the ideal Gaussian HD weights are
also shown as a dot-dash line, with the centre marked by the thick
vertical dashed line. For all simulations n=100, Gexcit =Ginhib =

excitatory presynaptic cells and Vinhib for inhibitory—see
Table 2), Wj,i is the synaptic weight from neuron i to neuron
j (in the range [0..Gexcit] or [0..Ginhib]) and pj,i is the
proportion of synaptic channels currently open, given by





p
pj;i ¼ d ðt  ti Þ 1  pj;i Psyn  j;i
t syn

ð4Þ

where ti is the time of the last spike from presynaptic
neuron i and δ is the Dirac delta function.
Simulations were conducted using forward Euler integration with a 1 ms timestep.

0.002 µS, rHH =13, rLH =rRH =7, and oinhib =26. (b) Activity bump
created by noisy, shifted weights as shown in (a). LEFT: An activity
bump is initiated at cell 50 (out of n=100 cells in the HD network). It
is then left to run for 500 ms of simulated time, during which it drifts
through approximately 10 cells or 36°. RIGHT: The current bump
firing rate (solid black line) is trailed slightly by the current short-term
exponential moving average firing rate (dashed line). The direction of
bump drift movement is indicated by the arrow. The drift must be
corrected by the calibration mechanism in order to address part 1 of
the stability requirements (i.e. keeping the attractor still when
vestibular input indicates there is no head movement)

Table 1 Leaky integrate-and-fire cell parameters
Vrest
Vthresh
Vreset
Gleak
Cexcit
Cinhib

Resting potential
Spike threshold
Spike reset potential
Leak conductance
Capacitance of excitatory (HD) cells
Capacitance of inhibitory (AHV) cells

−70 mV
−52 mV
−59 mV
0.02 µS
0.5 nF
0.25 nF
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Table 2 Synapse parameters
Gexcit
Ginhib
Vexcit
Vinhib
Psyn
τsyn

Max. excitatory conductance
Max. inhibitory conductance
Excitatory current reversal potential
Inhibitory current reversal potential
Synaptic channel opening probability
Synaptic current time constant

dj;i ¼ min½modðj  i; nÞ; modði  j; nÞ
0.002 µS
0.002 µS
0 mV
−90 mV
0.2
100 ms

2.3 Network connections
The equations governing connection strengths between
cells are as follows: There are n=100 HD cells in the
network. These cells are connected by recurrent excitatory
weights, given by a Gaussian function of the distance
between the cells (see Fig. 2). The strength of the
connection WHH from HD cell i to HD cell j is given by
Wj;iHH ¼ Gexcit edj;i =2rHH fnoise ð:Þ
2

2

ð5Þ

where rHH is the distance, in number of cells, of one
standard deviation of the Gaussian (set to n/8 for all trials)
and d is the circular distance (i.e. with wrapping at the
ends) from cell j to cell i, given by
dj;i ¼ min½modðj  ði  oi Þ; nÞ; modðði  oi Þ  j; nÞ

ð6Þ

where oi is a systematic shift which can be applied to the
direction of the Gaussian weights (set to 0.05n). It is this
shift which, when non-zero, can cause a continuous drift in
the attractor bump and which can be corrected for by the
adaptation algorithms presented in this study. fnoise(.) is a
noise function defined as
fnoise ð:Þ ¼ 1 þ l:gaussð:Þ

ð7Þ

where λ is a noise weighting (between 0 and 0.2, varied
between trials) and gauss(.) is a Gaussian random process
with zero mean and unit standard deviation.
The HD cells are also directly connected to the left and
right turn asymmetric AHV cells with excitatory connections. There are n left turn and n right turn AHV cells.
These connections create a corresponding bump of activity
in the AHV cells, and the strength of these connections is a
Gaussian function of the distance between the HD and
AHV cells, as follows: the connection strength WLH from
HD cell i to left-turn (LT) cell j is given by
Wj;iLH ¼ Gexcit edj;i =2rLH
2

2

ð9Þ

Similarly, the strength of the connection WRH from HD
cell i to right-turn (RT) cell j is given by
Wj;iRH ¼ Gexcit edj;i =2rRH
2

2

ð10Þ

where d is as above and rRH = rLH.
The AHV cells connect back to the HD cells with offset
inhibitory connections (see Figs. 1 and 2); the offset is to
the “left” for all left-turn AHV cells and to the “right” for
all right-turn AHV cells. These are the connections that
directly stop the bump activity from spreading throughout
the HD network, and are also the connections that allow
controlled translation of the bump activity through selective
inhibition of one or the other of the asymmetric AHV cell
populations, which weakens inhibition to one side of the
HD activity bump, and therefore causes it to move in that
direction. The connection strength WHL from left-turn cell i
to HD cell j is given by
Wj;iHL ¼ Ginhib edj;i =2rHL
2

2

ð11Þ

where d is the circular distance (i.e. with wrapping at the
ends) from cell j to cell i, given by
dj;i ¼ min½modðj  ði  oinhib Þ; nÞ; modðði  oinhib Þ  j; nÞ
ð12Þ
where oinhib is the turn connection offset from the centre of
the HD activity bump (for all trials set to 2rHH). The turn
connection offset is how far the inhibitory connections from
the left and right AHV cell populations are offset where
they project back into the HD cells.
Similarly, the connection strength WHR from right-turn
cell i to HD cell j is given by
Wj;iHR ¼ Ginhib edj;i =2rRH
2

2

ð13Þ

where d is the circular distance (i.e. with wrapping at the
ends) from cell i to cell j, given by
dj;i ¼ min½modðj  ði þ oinhib Þ; nÞ; modðði þ oinhib Þ  j; nÞ
ð14Þ
Notice the change in sign for the offset term (oinhib)
compared to Eq. (12), which offsets the inhibition from the
right-turn AHV cell population in the opposite direction to
the left-turn cells.

ð8Þ

where rLH is the distance, in number of cells, of one
standard deviation of the Gaussian (set to rHH/1.8 for all
trials), and d is the circular distance (i.e. with wrapping at
the ends) from cell i to cell j, given by

3 Connection weight adaptation
The connection weight adaptation addresses the first and
second calibration requirements, namely:
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1) Keeping the attractor still when there is no vestibular
input; this is no-turn calibration.
2) Moving the attractor at the same speed in both
directions given turns of the same speed; this is
equal-turn calibration.
HD cells in the model maintain a representation of the
instantaneous change in their firing rates, which corresponds to how fast the activity bump is moving through the
HD network. The HD cells also receive input from the
symmetric AHV cells which convey how fast the head is
currently physically turning. If the movement of the HD
bump does not correspond to the head movement indicated
by the symmetric AHV cells, the recurrent HD connection
strengths are adjusted so that the bump more closely
follows the indicated movement. Note that the connections
from the AHV cells are not modified; these connections
only carry the physical head movement information. Rather
it is the connections that maintain the bump dynamics—the
recurrent excitatory HD connections—that are adjusted.
3.1 HD connection weight updates
The change in the strength of the connection W from
presynaptic HD cell i to postsynaptic HD cell j is given by:
 

ΔWj;i ¼ aΔri Δrj   AHVsym
ð15Þ
where α is the learning rate, ri is the current firing rate of
cell i, |...| denotes the absolute value of a term and AHVsym
is the current input from the symmetric AHV cells. The
instantaneous change in HD cell i’s firing rate is calculated
as the difference between its current instantaneous firing
rate and its short term average firing rate:
Δri ¼ ri  ms ðri Þ

ð16Þ

where ms(.) is the short-term average, calculated as an
exponential moving average with a time constant of 10 ms.
The current instantaneous firing rate of cell i, ri, is given by:
( 1
when d ðt  ts Þ 6¼ 0
ts ts0
ð17Þ
ri ¼
1
ðtts Þ=t
e
when d ðt  ts Þ ¼ 0
t t 0
s

s

0

where ts is the time of the last spike, ts is the time of the
0
second-last spike (hence ts  ts is the most recent interspike
interval (ISI)), τ is the firing rate time constant (100 ms)
and δ is the Dirac delta function.
Intuitively, the weight adaptation works as follows. If the
bump is moving correctly at the speed indicated by the
AHV input, then AHVsym and the absolute change in neuron
j’s firing rate rj are equal, so the term |Δrj|—AHVsym is zero
and no weight change takes place.
If the bump is moving too quickly, then AHVsym is less
than the absolute change in neuron j’s firing rate, so the

term |Δrj|—AHVsym is positive. In this case, connections
are weakened from those presynaptic HD cells whose firing
rates are decreasing (Δri is negative), and strengthened
from those presynaptic HD cells whose firing rates are
increasing. HD cells with decreasing firing rates are always
on the trailing edge of the bump, while cells with increasing
firing rates are always on the leading edge of the bump (see
Fig. 3). Weakening the ‘forward’ weights from cells on the
trailing edge (where the bump just came from) retards the
movement of the bump because it reduces the impetus of
the bump to move forward, while strengthening the
‘backward’ weights from cells on the leading edge (where
the bump is moving to), has the same effect because it is
trying to stabilise the bump in its current position. Thus
when the bump is moving too quickly, the net effect of the
weight updates is to slow it down. The converse reasoning
is applied to show that when the bump is moving too
slowly, the net effect of the weight updates is to speed it up.
For the special case of the head being stationary (i.e.
AHVsym =0) then any movement of the bump (i.e. |Δrj|
positive) is analogous to the bump moving too quickly.
Weights from cells on the trailing edge of the bump are
weakened, and weights from cells on the leading edge are
strengthened, retarding further movement of the bump.
Once the bump stops moving, |Δrj|=0 and no further
weight changes occur.
The learning rate α was set to 10−10 in the case of
symmetric AHV input indicating that the head was not
moving (AHVsym =0), and was set to 10−9 during head turns.
The slower learning rate during no-turn calibration ensured
that the HD attractor connections did not preferentially
learn to hold the bump still in all situations. Connection
weight normalisation was applied to each postsynaptic
neuron every 1,000 ms of simulated time. The normalisation ensured that weights remained bounded. Evidence
suggests that normalisation does occur in nervous systems
for both total synaptic weight (Royer and Pare 2003) and
mean firing rate (Turrigiano and Nelson 2004).
3.2 Training regimen
Given the network and connections as described above, an
activity bump was initiated by stimulating the central HD
neuron and the neurons within a given distance of the
centre for 100 ms. Such stimulation caused enough neurons
to begin spiking for the activity bump to be self-sustaining
around the central neuron. The network was then subjected
to random vestibular input comprised of interspersed
periods of turns and no turns. Each period lasted a random
duration from zero to 3 s of simulated time, after which a
new vestibular input was randomly chosen for the next
period. Consecutive periods with the same vestibular input
(e.g. two turns in the same direction) were permissible.
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Fig. 3 Synaptic updates by the adaptation rules. (a) Learning to slow
the activity bump down when it is moving too fast. The graph shows
the current bump across the HD cell population (solid line) and the
short term exponential moving average (dashed line) which lags
slightly behind. The bump is moving too fast to the left (indicated by
the straight arrow). Because the bump is moving too quickly, the
change in postsynaptic neuron j’s firing rate is greater than the
symmetric AHV input, and the term |Δrj|—AHVsym is positive.
Therefore the connection weights from presynaptic neurons i whose
firing rates are increasing, on the leading edge of the bump, are
increased (marked with the plus symbols and thick arrow), and from
those whose firing rates are decreasing, on the trailing edge of the

bump, are decreased (minus symbols and thin arrow). These weight
updates mean that the bump propagates forward more slowly next
time it moves through this region of the HD network. (b) The
converse case, learning to speed the bump up when it is moving too
slowly. The bump is moving slowly to the right (straight arrow). If the
firing rate of a neuron is changing too slowly (i.e. the bump is moving
too slowly), the connection strengths from other HD cells whose firing
rate is reducing need to be increased (thick arrow), while connections
from those cells whose firing rate is increasing need to be reduced
(thin arrow). These connection strength updates cause the bump to
propagate ahead faster next time it reaches the cells in the ‘plus’
region, therefore increasing the speed of the bump at that point

Networks were trained for 1,200 s (20 min) of simulated
time.

Prior to training, the uniform bias in the HD weights
induced a continuous drift in the bump position and caused
turns in the clockwise direction to be much faster than
anticlockwise, giving a turn rate error of 70% (see Fig. 4
(a)). After training, the drift was removed and the turn rate
error was reduced to 0.5% (see Fig. 4(b)). The adaptive
attractor network successfully removed the bias from, and
corrected for the noise in, the HD weights, resulting in an
HD bump that was stable in all positions and translated
through the network uniformly in both directions.

4 Results
The attractor weights were initialised with noisy weights
and a uniform bias as shown in Fig. 2(a) (right), inducing a
continuous clockwise drift of approximately 60°/s. The
network’s angular representation was tested before (see
Fig. 4(a)) and after training. Also, to compare turning rates
in both directions, the turn rate error was calculated before
and after training as follows: The network was subjected to
vestibular input indicating a turn in one direction, and the
network turn angle noted, followed by a turn of identical
speed and duration in the opposite direction. The baseline
turning rate was calculated as the average of the two turn
angles as represented in the HD network. The absolute
difference between either angle and the average was then
expressed as a percentage, and deemed the turn rate error:


100ðq1  ðq 1 þ q2 Þ=2Þ
turnrateerr ¼ abs
ð18Þ
ðq 1 þ q2 Þ=2
where θ1 and θ2 are the measured turn angles. Therefore a
turn rate error of 0% means that turns were of equal speed
in both directions, while an error of 33% means that a turn
in one direction proceeded twice as fast as in the other.

5 Discussion
The results have shown how head direction network
connections need not be perfectly pre-wired with static
weights. Instead an adaptive mechanism can adjust the
weights to compensate for both systematic shift and noise.
This mechanism is consistent with current knowledge about
the HD system and is compatible with existing (i.e.
attractor-based) computational models (Skaggs et al. 1995;
Redish et al. 1996; Goodridge and Touretzky 2000; Xie et
al. 2002; Song and Wang 2005).
Whilst asymmetric AHV cells are presumed by all
models of the HD system (including the current model) to
be used to update the position of the HD bump during head
turns, the symmetric cells cannot be used for this purpose
since, by definition, they do not differentiate between turns
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Fig. 4 Drift and turn rate over time. (a) Initial conditions prior to
training. LEFT: The initial weights were noisy and shifted to the right,
and the shift induced a continuous drift in the bump position. To
create this graph, an attractor bump was initiated with its centre at
each cell position in turn, and was then left to run for 1,000 ms of
simulated time, during which it drifted continuously to the right. At
each simulation time-step, the position of the bump was calculated
using population vector decoding (Georgopoulos et al. 1986). With
ideal weights (noiseless, no shift), cell n represented a head direction
of 360° and cell 1, 360/n°; however due to the shift, the bump

translated about 60° in 1,000 ms, and if left long enough would
complete a full revolution of the HD network in just over 6 s. RIGHT:
To test the integration of head turns over time, a turn of a given speed
was initiated at 300 ms, first in one direction and then in the other.
Multiple turning speeds were tested and the bump position recorded in
each case. The asymmetry in turning velocity is clear. Turn rate error
(see text) is marked on the graph. (b) Results after training. LEFT: The
continuous drift has been eliminated; the bump stayed at rest at each
position it was initiated. RIGHT: The turn rate error was reduced to
0.5%

of either direction. Until now it has been difficult to explain
why more than half of the AHV cells should be of the
symmetric type (Taube and Bassett 2003). In our adaptive
attractor model, because connection updates are calculated
and applied on an HD cell-by-cell basis from information
provided by the symmetric AHV cells, every HD cell must
have at least one connection from a symmetric AHV cell.
Any HD cell that does not have such a connection does not
receive the information required to update its excitatory
connections as per Eq. (15). There must therefore be
sufficient symmetric AHV cells to ensure that every HD
cell is very likely to receive symmetric AHV input.
Asymmetric AHV cells, on the other hand, need not strictly
connect to every HD cell. Because HD cells receive all their
excitation from other HD neighbours, and a single HD cell
(or even a small group of HD cells) cannot sustain its own

activity, then provided the bump as a whole is receiving
sufficient movement impetus, the entire bump will be
coerced into moving, including any HD cells not receiving
direct asymmetric AHV input. The adaptive attractor theory
predicts that there should be more connections from
symmetric than asymmetric AHV cells to the HD network.
Such connectivity could be accomplished with a greater
number of connections per se, or else with a greater number
of symmetric cells, as is known to be the case in the DTN
of the rat (Taube and Bassett 2003).
Note that if the head direction bump is drifting in one
direction and the head is turning in the other at a rate slower
than the drift (so that the resultant bump movement is in the
direction counter to the current actual head turn) then
initially the calibration will erroneously reinforce the turn
in the wrong direction. This effect is temporary though, as it
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is counteracted by calibration that occurs when the head is
not moving, as well as at those times when the head is
turning faster than the drift. Even for fast initial drift
velocities, the calibration at those times when the head is
not moving eventually slows down the bump drift sufficiently that calibration during head turns is able to correctly
calibrate the HD network.
The calibration information provided to the network by
the symmetric AHV cells cannot be gained by simply
summing the inputs from asymmetric AHV cells with
opposite turning preferences. Asymmetric AHV cells have
a broad range of gains, meaning that different cells fire at
different rates for same-speed head turns. Two asymmetric
cells that appear to be firing at the same rate for turns in
opposite directions could be doing so because the turns are at
different speeds. To use asymmetric AHV cells in place of
symmetric cells would require each HD cell to connect to
two (or more) asymmetric cells with exactly matching gains
but representing turns in opposite directions. However for
HD cells to find matching asymmetric cells they would need
access to information about absolute turn speed, which is the
information provided by symmetric AHV cells. The symmetric AHV cells are therefore vital for the functioning of
this calibration mechanism.
Attractor networks are difficult to calibrate since even a
slight connectivity imbalance can cause drift that accumulates
catastrophically over time. The presence of symmetric AHV
cells, which provide an accurate, reliable absolute head
rotational velocity signal exactly where it would need to be
to enable calibration of the head direction network as
hypothesised in this study, is intriguing. The question that
logically follows—how are the symmetric AHV cells created
or calibrated?—is a separate issue which nevertheless bears
comment. If these cells indeed require calibration, then it could
be achieved via a combination of vestibular input, motor
efference from head rotation movements, and proprioception
in the neck (spine, muscles and skin). However, it is also
possible that calibration is not necessary, since if a symmetric
AHV cell samples a sufficient number of outputs from
randomly selected asymmetric cells, then its own activity
profile would be symmetric. In this case, random sampling
would be sufficient despite minor spatial biases since, unlike
for HD cells, there is no requirement for spatial wiring of AHV
cells.
There are three major requirements for the adaptation
rule as per Eq. (15) to function.
1) HD neurons must have a representation of their current
firing rate.
2) HD neurons must have a representation of the change
in their firing rate (represented in Eq. (16) by the
difference between the current firing rate and the short
term average firing rate).
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3) Weight change in one type of connection must be
modulated by presynaptic activity impinging on the
postsynaptic cell from a different synapse to the
one where the weight change is effected. Specifically, the HD weight updates must take into
account the vestibular input from the symmetric
AHV cells.
We will now consider each of these requirements from
the perspective of evidence which may support their
implementation in nervous systems.
1) It is known that some neurons try to maintain a
fixed long term average firing rate (Baddeley 1997;
Turrigiano and Nelson 2004), and it is therefore
possible they also have a representation of their
current firing rate. A candidate mechanism for this
representation is intracellular calcium concentration
(Feng and Li 2003).
2) A recent discovery showed that even very simple
animals can have senses which are sensitive to the
change in concentration of a chemical, rather than the
absolute concentration (Suzuki et al. 2008). Therefore
if current firing rate is represented as a chemical
concentration, then the direction and magnitude of a
change in this concentration could presumably also be
detected.
3) We conjecture that, since the synapses involved in this
adaptation all have a common postsynaptic cell, they
are able to influence each other through either their
spatial proximity or through signalling mechanisms
inside the cell. Synapses which are close together are
known to be able to influence each other. For instance,
potentiation in one synapse can lead to potentiation of
adjacent synapses (Engert and Bonhoeffer 1997). Also,
the locations of synapses between different brain
regions are known in some cases to be very specific
(for example the high laminar specificity of most
hippocampal connections). Therefore modulation of
synaptic connection strength by signals received on
another, perhaps spatially proximal, synapse cannot be
ruled out. Further, there is evidence that wellestablished phenomena such as spike-timingdependent plasticity (STDP) can be strongly modulated
by factors such as proximity of the synapse from the
soma, to the extent that the direction of synaptic
efficacy update can be reversed in distal synapses
(Caporale and Dan 2008). In this case the distance of
the synapse from the postsynaptic soma has a significant modulating influence on the synaptic efficacy
changes. It therefore seems reasonable to conjecture
that synaptic input from a second synapse could
modulate another synapse’s efficacy in the manner
implemented by Eq. (15).
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A number of experiments could be conducted to test
the theory of calibration of head direction by symmetric
AHV cells.
1) To demonstrate that the head direction system is in fact
adaptive, a rat could be placed in an environment
where all visible cues rotate slowly and continuously in
one direction. The theory predicts that the combination
of slow continuous rotation, and AHV input indicating
that no rotation is taking place, would result in an
adaptive update of HD connections to slow down or
stop rotation of the HD bump2. When the physical
rotation is later stopped, the adapted connections
should then cause a temporary continuous counterrotation of the bump, before re-adaptation restores
stability.
2) Asymmetric and symmetric AHV cells have very
different functions in our adaptive attractor model.
The former act as standard inhibitory cells, whereas the
latter have a modulatory effect only. We would
therefore expect that these cells will have different
morphologies, different synaptic target areas, use
different neurotransmitters and/or have different means
of action on the postsynaptic cell.
3) If there is an identifiable neurochemical difference
between symmetric and asymmetric AHV cells, it may
be possible to interrupt the operation of just the
symmetric cells via administration of a specific
antagonist. The adaptive attractor theory predicts that
the HD system would continue operating normally due
to the normal functioning of the asymmetric cells but
that calibration would not be possible, so over time the
alignment of head direction with true heading will
deteriorate, and may ultimately result in a continuous
drift in the HD bump position.

6 Conclusion
Classic models of the head direction (HD) system use
asymmetric angular head velocity (AHV) cells to move the
activity bump in the direction of head movement. We
propose a novel calibration mechanism, which we call the
adaptive attractor model, in which the weights between HD
neurons in an attractor network are calibrated by symmetric
AHV neurons. The calibration corrects both drift and turn

2
This experiment assumes that slow rotation of the visual environment induces a slow rotation of head direction representation. The
alternative outcome, that the animal simply becomes disoriented,
could possibly be avoided by using prominent visual cues and an
extended training period, prior to testing, during which there is no cue
rotation.
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rate, and we demonstrate that it is able to precisely calibrate
the HD network.
We suggest that this calibration function is a plausible
reason for the existence of the symmetric AHV cells, since
every HD cell needs at least one connection from symmetric
cells in order to receive the head turning velocity information
required for it to adapt its connections with neighboring HD
cells. If this conjectured function for the symmetric AHV cells
is correct, we predict that symmetric and asymmetric AHV
cells should be distinctly different (in morphology, synaptic
targets and/or methods of action on postsynaptic HD cells)
due to their distinctly different functions.
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